English

1. Zoo: How many tigers are in the tiger enclosure?
Answer:_________________________
2. Dolls: The book „Puppenmütterchens Nähschule“ has been written by
wohm?
Answer:_________________________
3. Schuco glass cupboard: Which brand is the electrical-construction-car?
Answer:_________________________
4. Steiff Old town redevelopment: Which aniaml is sawing up a board?
Answer:_________________________
5. Steiff glass-cupboard: Where does the „Teddy“ bear have his name from?
Answer:_________________________
6. Tin-collektion: What`s the name of the sculptor from Trier who made a lot of dhe tin
figures ?

Answer:_________________________
7. Sheet-metal toys of the pre-war period: You will find a car-driver with a signalhorn in the „Lehmann“ glass-cupboard. What`s his name?

Answer:_________________________
8. Which famous performer: has adopted a sheet-metal-car of the brand „Panhard“
for his sculpture „Pavian mit Jungem“?

Answer:_________________________
9. Glass cupboard of party games: From where to where does the game of dice
„Durchs Moseltal“ run?

Answer:_________________________
10. Which years: do the annual-waggons of the toy-museum of the gauge „HO“ date
from?

Answer:_________________________
11. When: became the toy-museum 30 years old?

Answer:_________________________
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English
Control-sheet

1. Zoo: How many tigers are in the tiger enclosure?
Answer: 5
2. Dolls: The book „Puppenmütterchens Nähschule“ has been written by
wohm?
Answer: Agnes Lucas
3. Schuco glass cupboard: Which brand is the electrical-construction-car?
Answer: Cadillac
4. Steiff Old town redevelopment: Which aniaml is sawing up a board?
Answer: Cat
5. Steiff glass-cupboard: Where does the „Teddy“ bear have his name from?
Answer: From the nickname of the former president of the USA, Theodor „Teddy“
6. Tin-collektion: What`s the name of the sculptor from Trier who made a lot of dhe tin
figures ?

Answer: Willi Hahn
7. Sheet-metal toys of the pre-war period: You will find a car-driver with a signalhorn in the „Lehmann“ glass-cupboard. What`s his name?

Answer: Tut-Tut
8. Which famous performer: has adopted a sheet-metal-car of the brand „Panhard“
for his sculpture „Pavian mit Jungem“?

Answer: Picasso
9. Glass cupboard of party games: From where to where does the game of dice
„Durchs Moseltal“ run?

Answer: From Trier to Koblenz
10. Which years: do the annual-waggons of the toy-museum of the gauge „HO“ date
from?

Answer: 1989 / 1990 / 1991
11. When: became the toy-museum 30 years old?

Answer: at May 1st 2019
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